UPAMD Devices

Power Source
AC
DC
DC
DC

UPAMD Port/Connections are either Source or Sink of power for any transaction. Some MAY be capable of being either.

Simple UPAMD/1823 System

Built in Auto UPAMD/1823 Adapter
Several Outputs 10<>130W each
Add USB for <10W

DVD Player
Situation Display
UPAMD/1823 Battery Pack Source and Load Small to LARGE Capacity

UPAMD/1823 Docking Station / HUB
Several Outputs = <Total input power

Storage Sub-System
Extending Cable
UPAMD Cable
UPAMD Port/Connections are either Source or Sink of power for any transaction.

Main Laptop
Audio
Monitors
25W
25W
50W
10W
15W
100W

Printer/Scan/Fax/Copy
5W

Audio to Legacy power converter
Legacy Device
Legacy Power Cable
Mating Plate
UPAMD Cable

Audio
Video Projector

Docking Station or Expansion Box

UPAMD/1823 Port/Connections are either Source or Sink of power for any transaction. Some MAY be capable of being either.

SOLAR Power

UPAMD/1823 Connector
UPAMD Cable

Mission/Business Critical Computer
Low-on-Power
Available Computer With extra Power